
ST JOSEPH’S COLLEGE FOR WOMEN (AUTONOMOUS) 

VISAKHAPATNAM 

 

                                                   DEPARTMENT OF TELUGU 

The department of Telugu  at st. Joseph’s College for women (A), is an academic community 

of professors and students who are committed to creative and analytical work in Telugu 

language and literature and dedicated to the primary goals of a liberal education, the ability to 

reason well, to think critically, to communicate effectively, appreciate excellent writing and 

thinking and prepare them to lead a life with conscience, build strong strength of character 

and helps to choose a path for a successful career. 

I Semester: - course outcomes:- 

CO-I: - Generate a close reading of a text: recognize, understand, and explain a text’s 

elements –for example word choice, imagery form etc., 

CO-II:-  Draw on relevant cultural and historical information to analyze and interpret a 

literary text and Imbibe ethical values through historical eminent personalities. 

CO-III:- Demonstrate familiarity to the students of the old literary traditions including 

prominent authors, genres, literary movements and styles. 

CO-IV:- Demonstrate integrative and in dependent thinking, originality, imagination, 

experimentation, problem solving / risk taking in thought, expression(or) intellectual 

engagement. 

CO-V:- Demonstrate about the key role of the Eminent Women is Andhra Pradesh who 

fought for the society and then services rendered for promoting Integrity. 

II Semester:- Course outcomes:- 

CO-I:- Acquire knowledge about the origin of Journalism in Telugu, early and modern 

Journalists and help the students to take Journalism as their career opportunity in searching  

jobs. 

CO-II:- Develop the reading habit to focus on the content and develop creative talents like 

news Reporting, Interviews and special News. 

CO-III:- To promote leadership qualities through oration 



CO-IV:- Participate is discussions by listening to other’s perspectives, asking productive 

questions and articulating original Ideas. 

CO-V:- Hone the written and verbal skills by the study of etymology in Telugu Grammar. 

Semester-III:- 

CO-I:- The reading of prose and poetry will mould, the students into an accommodative, 

broad minded and duty minded citizens with good behaviour and character. 

CO-II:-  To make the students to develop love to Indian culture and heritage through Telugu 

literature. 

CO-III:-  Focusing of different types of Poetry Trends   

CO-IV evolution of Telugu language change of the meaning (Semantics) changes. 

CO-V:-  Developing creative talents through story Writing, Description on Fiction and 

character sketches. 

CO-VI:-  Translation is one activity included in the syllabi, through this activity the student 

thoroughly learn the two languages and through this activity, language learning capacity will 

improve and also they will get job opportunities anywhere within the state 

 


